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‘FORMULA 1:
DRIVE TO SURVIVE’ –
Docuseries Review
by Aakash Batra

Aakash is the Co-founder and an Editor
at SLPRR
Since we’re back in quarantine,
instead
of
sharing
some
run-of-the-mill law article, I have
decided to review the Netflix Docuseries ‘Formula 1: Drive to Survive’,
especially for those sports enthusiasts
who have plenty of time on their
hands now and are probably looking
forward to some decent suggestions
to add to their watchlist. This is not
just for F1 fans- even if you think that
racing is all boring and obnoxiously
loud, don’t hold yourself back and
watch ‘drive to survive’, as I am pretty
convinced that it’s good enough to
make you start loving the sport. The
docuseries has become an indispensable part of F1, for it goes beyond the
races, points and podiums, and beautifully covers the off the track drama
that plays out in the F1 world. I will
not be giving an episode wise review
or analysis as three seasons have
already been released and I want you
to see for yourself what the episodes
have to offer.
Instead, I will be sharing my thoughts
on the content in toto while focusing

a little more on the third and the most
recent season, which covers the 2020
pandemic affected F1 season. Trust
me, I do not plan to release any spoilers so you could definitely read
ahead.
The release of the docuseries opened
the world of motorsport to a large
audience and added countless fans to
the F1 universe, all thanks to a dedicated Netflix crew that has been
travelling with the teams for the last
few years. As I previously mentioned,
drive to survive is not just about the
races, but is a very comprehensive
docuseries covering various aspects
of one of the most exciting and
dangerous sports on the planet. It
features exclusive footages of the
races, pre-season testing, interviews
with drivers and other stakeholders,
stories of families and officials, and
what not. The structure of the docuseries is that each episode focuses on
a particular subject, such as a particular rivalry or a specific team. The
maiden season perfectly developed all
episodes in a chronological order
according to the race calendar.

However, the same cannot be said
about the second season as the
episodes were constantly jumping
backwards and forwards, which does
create confusion and spoils the fun to
an extent. As far as the analytical
commentary goes, Will Buxton has
done a brilliant job giving his opinions on the events covered in the
episodes. Although I would say that
the commentary did lack variety, and
bringing in more analytical commentators such as Eddie Jordan and
others would have provided different
perspectives and could have been a
great addition. The vast experience
that Netflix provides with drive to
survive is surely the changing emotions through each episode filled with
excitement,
entertainment,
and
drama- they also managed to put
many viewers crying (me being no
exception), with emotional scenes
covering the sad demise of Niki
Lauda and Anthoine Hubert. The
thing which I enjoyed the most
throughout is the exclusive teams’
radio coverage which they show from
time to time and that is filled with
humor.
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Teams such as Mercedes and Ferrari
did not approve the cameras being
around in the first season, however,
the success of the docuseries made
them pit and reconsider their decision, which was a great addition to the
second season. Personally, I liked the
first and the third season a lot more
than the second, a major reason for
this being a lot of missed moments in
the second season and drivers such as
Lando Norris, Kimi, Sergio Pérez,
Stroll, Giovinazzi being given little to
no screen time.
The 2020 F1 season was extraordinary,
burning rubber amidst the outbreak
of the COVID-19 pandemic, and it
also witnessed great records being
broken and horrific accidents such as
that of Romain Grosjean along with
many other intriguing moments.

Netflix did a great job in diverting the
attention from the pandemic and
allowing the viewers to escape from
that reality for a short while whilst
watching the docuseries.
The third season, again just like the
second one was rarely chronological
in order, but the plot was definitely
more personality-driven and dynamic. Instead of showing side stories of
families and drivers and cities, this
time they focused much more on the
fierce competition in F1 and the
changing teams’ scenarios, especially
given that 2020 was not at all usual as
each team had to gear up and drive to
survive, quite literally. Fulfilling the
gaps of the previous season, characters such as Bottas, Lando Norris,
Gasly, etc. were also focused upon
this time.

Although yet again, they did miss out
on a lot of stories, be it Nico Hulkenburg’s return to the sport or the
Williams family saying goodbye to
F1.The build up to the race, the sound
design, extremely high-definition
footages and editing have been
fantastically done by Netflix. The
docuseries is all about characters and
the narrative(s) adopted is truly
remarkable. How they cover and
distill the whole racing seasons into
30-40 minutes episodes is also a plus
point, as now you don’t have to spend
the full year following things.
I will keep it short but I just have to
say that from behind the scenes
drama to overwhelming podium
finishes, this docuseries covers it all.
If you’ve not come across this beautiful docuseries yet, go ahead and
watch it now, you won’t regret it.
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TRANS REPRESENTATIONLearning from the Holy Grail
of Modern Day Sports
by Ria Mishra

Ria is the Co-founder and an Editor
at SLPRR
The transgender community has been
isolated from various spheres of
society for a very long time. With
increasing recognition towards the
need for integration and representation of the community in mainstream
society, and countering the discrimination against them, the debate
around including transgenders in
competitive sports has occupied
centre-stage. The importance of
representation is undeniable and with
greater representation, more attention
is being directed towards curating
efficient
and
non-discriminatory
policies in this regard.
Male-Female Dilemma
The debate that exists in this regard is
a complicated one- while the focus in
sports lies on the ‘sex’ of an individual, it cannot ignore ‘gender’. With
greater awareness regarding the
difference between sex and gender,
and increasing participation of transgenders in sports, the question arises
as to whether an individual should be
allowed to participate in competitive
sports based on their sex or their
gender.

This has its roots in the biology of the
human
body.
Testosterone,
a
hormone present naturally in the
human body but also available to be
injected externally, is attributed with
enhancing athletic performance in
humans. The male body has greater
amounts of this particular hormone,
as compared to much smaller traces
in the female body. Therefore, when a
transgender individual seeks to
partake in the category of the gender
they identify with, their testosterone
levels give rise to the concerns in the
sporting industry with respect to
inherent athletic abilities. Simply put,
when a man transitions to a woman,
allowing them to participate in the
women’s category is met with backlash on the basis that the level playing
field is disturbed and thereby, such an
act is against the foundation of
sports.
This is the primary reason that seemingly the best answer to this dilemma
was to only allow transgender persons
who have undergone sex reassignment surgery to partake in sports,
and be allowed to play in the category
of their gender.

While this may seem like a straight
forward solution to a rather complex
issue, this was the beginning of
modern day inclusion of transgenders in competitive sports.
The Olympic Charter
The Olympic Charter, first published
in 1908, is the holy grail of modern
Olympics and a torchbearer of
modern competitive sports in general. In context of the transgender
debate in sports, it is worth mentioning the following of the seven fundamental principles of Olympism-
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“2. The goal of Olympism is to place sport at the service of the harmonious
development of humankind, with a view to promoting a peaceful society concerned with
the preservation of human dignity”
“4. The practice of sport is a human right. Every individual must have the
possibility of practising sport, without discrimination of any kind and in the Olympic
spirit, which requires mutual understanding with a spirit of friendship, solidarity and
fair play.”
“6. The enjoyment of the rights and freedoms set forth in this Olympic Charter shall be secured without discrimination of any kind, such as race, colour, sex,
sexual orientation, language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social
origin, property, birth or other status.”
The Olympic charter not only states
that the practice of sports is a human
right that should be made available to
all without any discrimination, it also
identifies sports as an element in the
development of humankind and
society as a whole. Keeping these in
mind, transgender inclusion in sports
becomes an extremely integral and
urgent matter for the industry to
actively work towards.
Taking cognisance of this, in 2003,
the IOC Medical Commission
convened an ad hoc committee in
Stockholm that considered the matter
of inclusion of individuals who have
undergone sex reassignment surgery
in the Olympics. This led to the adoption of the Stockholm Consensus on
Sex Reassignment in Sports, marking
the beginning of a new era in not only
the sporting industry but also trans
inclusivity.
Stockholm Consensus on Sex
Reassignment in Sports
While various Sports Governing
Bodies have created their own policies
with respect to trans inclusion in
sports, the Stockholm Consensus on
Sex Reassignment in Sports points

out certain conditions which have
been repeatedly used in determining
the policies adopted by these
bodies.Over the years, the IOC Medical Commission has added to the
guidelines to provide more a structurally
non-arbitrary
policy.
The
existence of arbitrary policies gives
way to discriminatory practices and
exploitation of the loop-holes in such
policies.
At the time the guidelines came into
being, back in 2003, they touched
upon the basic requirements in order
to fairly include transgender individuals in the Olympics. This was laid
down in a three-point statement,
which focused on mandatory sex
reassignment procedure, legal recognition of such sex change and
hormonal therapy to ensure that
testosterone levels were in line with
the category the individual sought to
participate in.
Recognising the intrusive nature of
the pre-condition requiring sex reassignment surgery, in its revision of
these guidelines, the IOC Medical
Commission shifted the focus from
sex reassignment to gender identification and testosterone levels.

The primary pre-condition, at present, continues to be that the testosterone levels of the athlete must be in
consonance with that as prescribed
by the Commission in these guidelines.
Loop holes in the System
While there has been progress in the
sphere of trans inclusion in sports, it
has been a rather slow affair, with
minor changes over the years. a
majority of the Sports Governing
Bodies continue to be sex reassignment centric. Although the IOC has
moved past the extreme pre-condition of sex reassignment, it continues
to be a prevalent practice in sports
policy-making.
Moreover, the sex reassignment
conundrum, where it continues to
exist, is with reference to such
surgery that takes post-puberty only,
and is inapplicable to those individuals who undergo these surgeries
before puberty. However, with no
prescribed age to make this distinction, there continues to be arbitrariness and discrimination on this basis.
The exploitation of these loop holes
act as barriers in the representation
and success of transgender individuals in competitive sports.
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LEGAL STATUS OF CASINOS
IN GOA: The Tug between
Revenue and Social
Responsibility
by Ishita Agarwal

Ishita is a third year student of law at Symbiosis Law School,
Pune.
The legal status of gambling in India
has always been obscure with no
definite legislations and regulations
governing such activities in the country. The Public Gambling Act, 1976 is
the sole central statute that renders
betting, wagering or gambling as
illegal, while also excludes horse
racing, games of skills and lottery
from its purview. Gambling is enlisted
as a state matter under the Constitution authorizing the state governments to formulate their own legislations. By far, Goa and Sikkim are the
only two states to adopt legislations
for legalizing gambling in the casinos.
The Goa, Daman and Diu Public
Gambling Act, 1976 imposes stringent
terms and conditions for the operation of casinos in the state legally,
however, its efficacy and morality are
often challenged and criticized as it
still remains a hotspot for illegal and
open gambling with limited scrutiny.
It is an undeniable fact that the state
tourism and revenue generation is

heavily dependent on the functioning
of casinos. The annual tax revenue
generated from casinos in the state is
up to 420/- crores as per the financial
year 2019.
However, such high revenue is also
complemented with stark increase of
up to 45% in gambling addiction
among the local residents of the
state. Therefore, the legalization of
gambling in the casinos in Goa has
always been controversial, as the
government faces a constant tug
between permitting and encouraging
gambling for the revenue it yields, or
penalizing such activities in order to
reduce addiction and splurge of
wealth on immoral acts.
The state mandates the obtainment
of prior authorization for setting up
casinos and has limited the extension
of licenses to luxury hotels for
running slot machines or offshore
spaces for table games like poker and
roulette. While the official records
claim to have merely 10-14 casinos
functional in the state of Goa, the

number of brick-and-mortar gaming
centers and casinos operating in the
state is far more, along with unregulated online modes for gambling.
Information and Technology Act,
2000 is the primary statute governing
all electronic transactions that fails to
particularly deal with the online
betting applications and foreign websites that have penetrated their way
into the state. Such applications work
on the fundamental premise that
nothing can be rendered illegal
unless specifically provided for, under
any legislation or statute. Since the
applications are completely legal in
their home -country they have tapped
on a large consumer base in India
without violating any of its domestic
laws. The central government shabbily attempted to decrease online gambling by enacting the Payments and
Settlement Act 2007 which aimed to
restrict direct deposits and withdrawals, but miserably failed to achieve its
objective.
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Similarly, other central statutes are
obsolete to complement the operations of offline and online casinos in
the state as they simply fail to recognize the legal status of casinos in Goa.
Section 30 of the Indian Contracts
Act, 1872 has still not exempted gambling in casinos in Goa and Sikkim,
from the purview of wagering
contracts. Section 2(1) of the Consumer Protection Act, 1986 explicitly
prohibits any demeanor of betting or
gaming as a means of promoting any
interest; without creating any exception for the states that have legalized
gambling in casinos. While such rudimentary follies continue to exist in the
Indian Legal Framework fogging the
regulation of casinos, the complete
lack of any central legislation to
govern online gaming of chance or
skill, gambling, betting, operation of
fantasy sports etc., remains a major
lacuna in the system.

Adequate legislation that restricts
and regulates the operation of
casinos and not outright bans it, is the
only plausible solution to prevent the
array of illegal acts that comes along
with open casinos and gambling
spots. The lack of it thereof, channelizes money laundering, elevates
corruption, erosion of taxes, illicit
obtainment of licenses etc. The Law
Commission of India through its 2018
report on Sports Betting and Gambling, also suggested imposing dual
social responsibility on the corporations as well as players, in terms of
license procurement through authorized channels, cap on per player
expenditure, monitoring online gambling routes, payment of taxes etc.
This would, in fact, help the state in
increasing its tax revenue collection
which can be used for other social
welfare causes, provide for employment opportunities, aid the state to
control illegal transactions, maintain
proper records and curb illicit activities.

The state must take active steps to
limit the transaction amounts; such
as allowing players to invest only a
given percent of their annual income
as mentioned under Income Tax
Returns, make in-line betting illegal
which bars the players from placing
their bets one hour before the contingent event and limit the duration for
which player can use the casino
services. Such measures are necessary to enable the state government to
fulfill its social obligation and responsibility of keeping the gambling
addiction and vices that follow it, in
check. For this purpose, the Goa
government
has
followed
the
footsteps of Macau, Vietnam, South
Korea and Nepal, to bar its local
residents from indulging in any gambling activities in the casinos as a
bold measure to limit gambling as
merely a tourist activity that aids the
generation of state revenues.
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Adjudicatory chamber of the independent Ethics Committee sanctions Mr
Joseph S. Blatter and Mr Jérôme Valcke
Citation- Media Release, FIFA, (March 24, 2021), https://www.fifa.com/who-we-are/news/adjudicatory-chamber-of-the-independent-ethics-committee-sanctions-mr-joseph-s-b
The adjudicatory chamber of the independent Ethics Committee has found Mr Joseph S.
Blatter, former FIFA President, and Mr Jérôme Valcke, former FIFA Secretary General,
guilty of various violations of the FIFA Code of Ethics (FCE).
The investigations into Messrs Blatter and Valcke covered various charges, in particular
concerning bonus payments in relation to FIFA competitions that were paid to top FIFA
management officials, various amendments and extensions of employment contracts, as
well as reimbursement by FIFA of private legal costs in the case of Mr Valcke.

Link to the complete articlehttps://www.fifa.com/who-we-are/news/adjudicatory-chamber-of-the-independent-ethics-committee-sanctions-mr-joseph-s-b

European Super League: What is it and is it a good idea?
Citation- Football Whispers, https://footballwhispers.com/blog/european-super-league-debate/
Talk of a European Super League has been around since the 1980s with many top football
leagues in Europe afraid of such a competition forming. The UEFA Champions League,
in its current incarnation, is the closest thing to a European Super League at the moment.
When it was rebranded in 1992 from the original European Cup, it was felt that the competition would overshadow and potentially cause the end of domestic football as it is known.
Fortunately, fears of the Champions League ending domestic competitions proved to be
unwarranted. Still, talk of a European Super League continues to be heard. In spite of the
talk, there is still no definitive idea of what the European Super League would look like. Or
is there?

Link to the complete articlehttps://footballwhispers.com/blog/european-super-league-debate/
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Caster Semenya: ‘They’re killing sport. People want extraordinary performances’
- South African Olympic champion on her ECHR appeal, her 5,000m
ambitions and campaigning for athletes like her in the future
Citation- Steve Brenner, THE GUARDIAN, (April 23, 2021),
h t t p s : / / w w w. t h e g u a r d i a n . c o m / s p o r t / 2 0 2 1 / a p r / 2 3 / c a s t e r - s e m e n ya-theyre-killing-sport-people-want-extraordinary-performances
Caster Semenya should be angry, but she isn’t. As the clock ticks down towards the Tokyo
Olympics, the South African should, like her rivals, be training for the push to land a third
consecutive gold medal.
Instead, the 30-year-old, who has fought a wave of prejudice and stigma throughout her life,
is forlornly waiting on news from the European court of human rights (ECHR), which, in
turn, could convince World Athletics that being asked to take medication is perhaps not the
most humane way of dealing with a woman who has a congenital condition some believe
hands her an unfair advantage.
Link to the complete articlehttps://www.theguardian.com/sport/2021/apr/23/caster-semenya-theyre-killing-sport-people-want-extraordinary-performances

UK Anti-Doping under formal investigation by WADA after they allowed
British Cycling to conduct their OWN drug probe and private testing
following anomalous test in run-up to London 2012
Citation- Nick Harris, DAILY MAIL, (March 27, 2021), https://www.dailymail.co.uk/sport/sportsnews/article-9409943/UK-Anti-Doping-investigated-British-Cycling-conducted-drug-probes-London-2012.html
British sport’s drug busters have been placed under formal investigation by the World
Anti-Doping Agency. The dramatic development follows a lengthy investigation by this
newspaper into events before London 2012 when UK Anti-Doping effectively let British
Cycling conduct their own private probe (including urine testing) following an abnormal
test by a rider.
The move will send shockwaves around global sport as WADA are most commonly
perceived to delve into the affairs only of ‘rogue’ anti-doping organisations such as Russia’s
RUSADA, which was notoriously central to that country’s state-sponsored doping and
cover-ups.
Link to the complete articlehttps://www.dailymail.co.uk/sport/sportsnews/article-9409943/UK-Anti-Doping-investigated-British-Cycling-conducted-drug-probes-London-2012.html

